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but, the question then comes, how do you go about living in the next life. you have to start living as
if it is the only life you have. even if you suddenly woke up, you would not know how long you had
been sleeping, the only thing you know is that you are awake. how will you be aware of the time
passing if you are not aware of your state right now? how will you be aware of the time passing if
you are unaware of your state right now? if the master says to you 'we love you very much. love
them,' and the servant replies, 'they are our master, he is my master. how can i love them? i will not
love them.' then the master says, 'if you don't love them, love yourself!' and this is the one way to
live in the next life. then, you will be in a state of love for the master. he is for you the master of all
masters. without the master, everything, even if it is good for you, is far less beneficial. but if you
aren't independent of the master, everything falls into a state of negation. negation is not a good
thing. now, i'm sure you have all heard of the man in the sky who loves us all. he is too kind to ask
for anything from anyone he loves. he is too kind to ask even if he has the capability. he is too kind
to expect anything from you, as well. he loves you a little more than you think he does. he loves you
more than your friend or your mother does. god makes you laugh a little too. god makes you cry a
little too. but, he also makes you cry a little too. (he can be more thorough in the final steps of
harvesting some souls than others.) god is kind and has a sense of humor. if he hasn't made you
laugh yet, don't worry; you're just not a funny guy (yet). if he hasn't made you cry yet, don't worry;
you're just not a crybaby (yet). but, in the end, he makes you cry a little too.
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the path, according to al-ghazali, leads to the happiness that is to be achieved and is a joy that is to
be desired. those are the types of dreams that should be preserved in our minds and that should

lead to an actual spiritual or pious life. no matter what happens, al-ghazali tells us, every muslim has
the choice to choose the path that leads him to god and to eternal happiness. al-ghazali is a great
philosopher and he provides us with many tools to help us make this ultimate choice. the choice is

truly ours. al-ghazali tells us that we should constantly be available and keep our nafs under control.
twice when stealing: a poem or few notes on the power of'bait', a poem by ovid. translated from the

latin by, and set to music (in four parts) by robert robinson, london : printed for t. payne, j. self, r.
norton, t. ward, and j. walthoe (to which is added a canto or two by, an italian poet), and b.

quaintance, bookseller at the earl of northampton's head in the strand, 1651. this precious scarce
book is in very good condition, and is bound in leather with a blue spine and gilt title. in all regards, it

is the rarest edition of ovid, and a major work in the english poetry canon. it is complete with all of
the illustrations, and has previously been owned by benjamin gurney the famous english poet. this

copy also includes the third title which was previously thought to be separate. the indo-jewish
conferences were conducted in delhi at the prestigious 'sthanakthi swaroopam mandir' in the early

eighties. the problem of speaking the same language was solved with the help of the israeli
ambassador in delhi, mr. david cohen, who served as the interpreter for the two eminent indo-jewish
scholars. even though mr. cohen was far superior to every other translator at that time, he was not
able to bridge the vast cultural and linguistic gap. the other problem being that the content of the

conversations was not the same, as the authors of the books were committed to the idea of
preserving traditional jewish practices. the israeli ambassador, who was much more comfortable in

the hebrew language, was not adept with hindi, and was therefore unable to be a co-interpreter.
consequently the text of the translations was somewhat different in both languages. it was decided

to have a joint indian-israeli conference at which both the speakers were to be in the same language.
a request for money, however, was sent to india, for those days, by israel, as a conference gift, and
since the indians were not willing to cooperate in the project, it was left to the indians themselves,
through the various hindu and jain leaders to decide on the theme and authors for the conference.
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